This year’s theme:

Bridges and Byways:
Traversing the Mormon
Landscape
Early Saints watched bridges being burned behind them as they
were driven from settlements in the Midwest. What effect did
this have on Mormons’ willingness to build bridges with the
outside world later? How has modern Mormonism bridged the
divide between itself and other New Religious movements;
between the larger religious landscape in the uS and the rest of
the globe? Where has two-way traffic flowed smoothly on
Mormonism’s bridges to the outside world and where have there
been bottlenecks and collisions? When has tension arisen
between those Saints who prefer well-traveled bridges and
those who prefer the byways?
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The SAlT lAke SunSTone SymPoSium is an annual
gathering of Latter-day Saints, scholars, and others interested
in the diversity and richness of Mormon thought and experience and who enjoy pondering the past, present, and future of
Mormon Studies.
The Sunstone Symposium is based upon the principles of an
open forum and the trust that the cause of truth and the
community of Saints are best served by free and frank
exploration and discussion. Sunstone welcomes proposals for
this year’s event, expecting that all participants will approach
every issue, no matter how difficult, with intelligence and good
will.
FoRmATS: Sessions may be scholarly papers, panel
discussions, interviews, personal essays, sermons, dramatic
performances, literary readings, debates, comedy routines,
short films, art displays, films, or musical presentations.
ToPiCS. We encourage proposals that focus on this year’s
theme, Bridges and Byways: Traversing the mormon
landscape.
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Bridges span barriers and allow us to move between physical locations. Byways are secondary roads—the scenic routes that emphasize exploration and the journey. How can thinking about bridges and
byways help us understand Mormon history, theology, and culture?
Metaphorically speaking, we can construct bridges of understanding
that connect people and ideas. Where does it make sense to build
new bridges? How much of our resources should we use to maintain
aging bridges? When do we need to demolish outdated bridges?
When do we reinforce or rebuild bridges that have become unsound?
Is our intent to build permanent, lasting structures—or quick, temporary crossings?
Metaphorical byways suggest the pursuit of knowledge off the beaten
(or correlated) path—the fascinating historical tidbits and obscure
figures that enrich our understanding. Byways can help us find new
and divergent ways to create an interconnected system.
As the LDS Church evolved, which of its bridges and byways became
mainstream thoroughfares? Which bridges deteriorated or fell into disuse? What new bridges and byways are being built as the LDS
Church expands globally? What has changed about our thoroughfares
since the early days of the Church?
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Finally, how has the information superhighway rerouted traffic?
Mormons are more connected than ever before; what are the
benefits to these additional means of connectivity? And what
costs are being exacted? Along our byways, where are the rest
stops, the historical markers, the toll booths, the road
closures, and the perpetual construction zones?
We also welcome reflections on other topics and their intersection with Mormonism, as well as studies of historical and
contemporary events and figures, news in the Mormon world,
online communities, theological explorations, and Mormon
cultural studies.
SuBmiTTinG PRoPoSAlS: To receive first-round consideration, proposals should be received by 25 APRil 2014.
Incomplete or late proposals will be considered on a time or
space-available basis. Sessions will be accepted according to
standards of excellence in scholarship, thought, and expression.
All PRoPoSAlS muST inCluDe:
-- A session title
-- One-hundred word abstract
-- Names, brief bios or vitas, and contact information for all
proposed presenters
-- A list of any audio/visual equipment needs (or specify none)
-- A brief summary of the topic's relevance and importance to
Mormon studies
-- If possible, please include a topic outline or preliminary draft
EMAIL PROPOSALS TO Symposium Director
Mary Ellen Robertson
S u N S TO N E M E @ G M A I L . C O M
To submit proposals by mail, please send to: SuNSTONE
343 North Third West Salt Lake City, utah 84103
Contact the Sunstone office with questions: (801) 355-5926.

A Call for Proposals for the

hoTel ReSeRVATionS: See our website for more info.
university Guest house
110 S. Fort Douglas Blvd, SLC, uT 84113
888.416.4075
http://www.universityguesthouse.com/
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The university Guest House has a block of double queen and
single king rooms available for $105 per night plus tax. Call
1.888.416.4075 to make reservations via phone. The cut off to
reserve rooms is monday June 30, 2014. Individuals need to
mention the group name Sunstone Symposium to receive the
group rate.
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marriott university Park
480 Wakara Way Salt Lake City uT 84108
801.581.1000
www.saltlakecitymarriott.com
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https://www.sunstonemagazine.com/upcoming-symposiumsand-events/
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THE MISSION OF THE SuNSTONE EDuCATION FOuNDATION
is to sponsor open forums of Mormon thought and experience.
under the motto, “Faith Seeking understanding,” we examine and
express the rich spiritual, intellectual, social, and artistic qualities of
Mormon history and contemporary life. We encourage humanitarian service, honest inquiry, and responsible interchange of ideas
that is respectful of all people and what they hold sacred.

FIRST CLASS

Check our website for more symposium details:

343 N. Third West
Salt Lake City, uT 84103-1215

CAll FoR VolunTeeRS: Sunstone needs volunteer
office help in the months and weeks leading up to the symposium. During the symposium, we also need help staffing registration and sales tables, taking tickets, and assisting with our
audio recordings. Volunteer hours may be redeemed for free
session tickets and recordings, back issues of the magazine,
or lengthened subscriptions. If you want to help, please call
the Sunstone office (801) 355-5926 or email
SunstoneME@gmail.com
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Marriott university Park is offering Sunstone a special group
rate of $115.00 uSD per night plus tax. To make reservations
online, go to www.saltlakecitymarriott.com and enter
SunSunA in the Group Code field to secure the discounted
rate. Reservations must be made by July 9, 2014. Parking
is complimentary and there is a free shuttle available.
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